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In 1957 Sputnik I became the fi rst arti fi cial satellite to orbit the Earth.  Later that year, Laika the dog became the fi rst living being in orbit.  In 1961, 
Yuri Gagarin became the fi rst man—followed in 1963 by Valenti na Vladimirovna Tereshkova, the fi rst woman—to orbit the Earth.  Long before the Soviets 

dominated “the space race,” though, ancient cosmology turned to circles and spheres to make sense of the workings, and the beauty, of the cosmos.  
In January, the DHC comes full circle, too, bringing all of these traditi ons together in an investi gati on that includes a screening of the fi lm that tells the 

real-ti me story of Gagarin’s fl ight; the world premiere of two musical works by Chicago composers, both inspired by orbits; an arti sti c performance on the 
Cyr wheel by a master “orbiter”; and lectures that investi gate the future imagined by young Soviet girls who wrote lett ers to Tereshkova, as well as 

the importance of ancient Greek cosmological thinking—Aristotelian orbs and all—for today.  
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Wednesday, january 25, 2017

DePaul student center
Room 120

2250 n. sheffield ave.
chicago

5:15 - 7:00 p.m.
screening of the film, first orbit

7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Performances & lectures

free sweet treat that will put you in orbit for 
the first 100 audience members!
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